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Abstract

We present a novel method that finds edges between cer-
tain image features, e.g. gray-levels, and disregards edges
between other features. The method uses a channel repre-
sentation of the features and performs normalized convo-
lution using the channel values as certainties. This means
that areas with certain features can be disregarded by the
edge filter.

The method provides an important new tool for finding
tissue specific edges in medical images, as demonstrated by
an MR-image example.

1. Introduction

Classification based on gray-scale value can often be
useful and relevant e.g. in medical images such as computed
tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).
The simplest form of gray-scale classification is to classify
each pixel according to its value. An obvious problem with
pixel-based classification is high noise-sensitivity. For that
reason spatial operations, such as smoothing and edge de-
tection, are often necessary.

Edge detection is usually performed by a linear filtering
operation, i.e. a convolution between the image and a set
of filter kernels. A problem, however, not often mentioned
with linear filtering is that the result greatly depends on the
mapping from the real world objects to the gray-scale value
in the image. The root of this problem is that the imag-
ing technique implies a mapping from a high-dimensional
feature space down to a one-dimensional gray-scale. This
mapping is in a sense arbitrary since there is no unique way
of ordering points in a space of more than one dimension
and the mapping destroys whatever metric that would be
useful in a high-dimensional feature space. This means that

the strengths of two edges, i.e. differences between gray-
values, are not comparable. In other words, the strength of
an edge is not related to the importance of the edge.

As an example, two tissues that give similar gray-scale
values in an MR-image will give a much weaker edge-
filtering response than two tissues that maps to very dif-
ferent gray-scale values. This means that some edges that
happens to give weak responses due to the given mapping in
the scanning device might disappear in comparison to other
edges in the same image.

A non-linear operation such as a threshold could in prin-
ciple solve this problem but it would give a very noisy re-
sult. Another problem with such an approach is that edges
between different gray-levels would give the same response,
i.e. information about what gray-scale values that lie behind
the edges is lost. Such information is, however, very useful
when the edges are going to be used in gray-scale classifi-
cation. If we, for example, want to detect an object with a
certain gray-scale value we are only interested in edges be-
tween that value and other values but not in edges between
other gray-scale values.

Here we propose an approach to solve the problem dis-
cussed above by separating the image into a set of gray-
scale channels and filter certain combinations of channels
in order to detect the desired edges and at the same time
disregard other edges.

A channel representationexpands a one-dimensional
value (i.e. grey-value) to anN-dimensional vector. The
channels are located such that only one or a few neighbour-
ing channels are active at a time while most of the channels
are zero. Each channel can be seen as a response of a filter
that is tuned to some specific feature value. In this case the
feature is simply the gray-value of the pixel. The channel
representation is also known asvalue encoding[1] or sparse
distributed coding[2].

When a pixel is assigned to a certain gray-scale channel,
it is associated with a certainty value that indicates how well
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it fits to the channel. The certainty values are then utilized in
normalized convolution(NC) [3, 4], a method for filtering
sparse and uncertain data.

To illustrate the proposed method, we look at a very sim-
ple one-dimensional example. Consider the signal in figure
1. Assume we are interested in finding edges between value
1 and 2 (dotted lines). It is in general not possible to map
the signal values such that the desired result can be obtained
with ordinary convolution. Using NC, however, the signal
values in which we are not interested can simply be ignored.
The result using standard convolution with an edge filter
would in principle look like the middle signal in figure 1. If
we, however, divide the signals into channels and apply NC
using channel 1 and 2 as certainty images, we get a result
that looks something like the lower signal in figure 1.

Edge

Edge between  1 and 2

Signal0
1
2
3
4

Figure 1. A simple example.

In the following section, the method is explained in more
detail. In section 3, some experimental results are shown.
Finally, section 4 contains a summary and discussion.

2 The method

The method can briefly be summarised as follows:
1. Separate the image into different gray-scale channels.
2. Assign certainties to every pixel according to how well
it fits the prototype value of the channels of interest and
generate a certainty image.
3. Perform NC on the quantized image using the certainty
image.

2.1 Defining channels

There are many ways of choosing the positions and
shapes of the channels. The distribution of channels on
the gray-scale should optimally be made such that all pixels
in an object fall into the same channel. In general, this is
of course impossible, but here we are interested in images
where gray-scale classification is meaningful and in such
images it should be possible to get close to such a distri-
bution. For example an MR image of the brain typically

consists of a relatively small number of typical gray-values;
one for gray matter, one for white matter, one for fat, one
for water, etc.

To find the gray-values for the different channels we use
the histogram of the image. Each gray-value that is typical
for a class of objects in the image will give a peak in the
histogram and these peaks are used to locate the channels.
The gray-value at a certain peak can be seen as theproto-
type valueof the corresponding channel. An example of a
histogram of an MR image of the brain is shown in figure 2.
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Figure 2. A histogram of an MR image of the
brain before and after low-pass filtering. The
vertical lines indicates local maxima and min-
ima.

In order to find the peaks in the histogram, we start by
low-pass filtering the histogram to get rid of small local
maxima. Then a differentiating operator is applied and the
zero-crossings of the differentiated histogram are detected.
By interpolation this gives the position of the histogram
peaks with sub-bin precision if necessary. The right plot in
figure 2 shows the histogram after low-pass filtering. Local
maxima and minima are marked with vertical lines.

The next question is the shape of the channels. One way
would be to use Gaussians to model the histogram. Such
an approach can be motivated by assuming that each ob-
ject give a certain gray-value which then is disturbed by
Gaussian noise. Here, however, we have chosen a sim-
pler approach. We use non-overlapping channels and the
boundaries of the channels are placed at the minima of the
histogram. This gives asymmetric channels where a pixel
value that corresponds to a local maximum in the histogram
gives the value one in one channel and a pixel value that cor-
responds to a local minimum in histogram gives the value
zero. The actual shape of the channel is discussed in the
next subsection.

2.2 Assigning certainties

The output of a channel is interpreted as the certainty
of the statement that the pixel value is equal to the proto-
type value of that channel. We get certainty one if the pixel
value and the prototype value are identical. But it is not ob-
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vious how to choose the mapping from the distance from
the prototype value to certainty. As we have seen we want
the boundary and values outside to give zero certainty. For
the values between the boundary and the prototype value we
have used the following mapping:

c= 1�jrjs (1)

wherer is the relative distance from the prototype value and
s� 0 is a constant that controls the shape of the channel.
Relative distance means that the distance is normalized so
that the border of the channel always has the relative dis-
tancer = 1. The higher the value ofs, the wider and more
box-like is the shape of the channels. The certainty channels
for the histogram in figure 2 fors= 2 are shown in figure
3. The vertical lines mark the minima and maxima in the
histogram.
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Figure 3. An example of channels with s= 2.

2.3 Generating a certainty image

This step is simple. The certainty-channels in which we
are interested are simply added together. Since the channels
are non-overlapping, only one channel can be active at a
certain pixel. This means that certainty is still bounded be-
tween zero and one after the addition. The certainty image
will then have zero certainty where there are pixel values
outside the range of our interest and higher certainty in pix-
els within the desired gray-scale intervals.

2.4 Normalized convolution

At this stage it is important to remember that we want
to detect edgesbetween different gray-scale valuesand not
between different certainty values. In other words, we must
be aware of the difference between thevalueof a pixel and
thecertaintyof that value. As an example, the pixel value
zero means black while the certainty zero means that the
pixel value is unknown. In the latter case, the pixel should
not effect the filtering result.

Ordinary convolution cannot take into account different
certainties. To handle this, we use a method callednormal-

ized convolution(NC) [3, 4] instead, which is a method for
filtering sparse and uncertain data.

The aim of this paper is not to explain NC. Furthermore,
the space available does not permit a detailed description.
However, a brief description is appropriate.

In ordinary convolution, the result in each point is a
scalar product between a signal vectorf and a filter vec-
tor b, i.e. x̃= hf j bi. In NC, this scalar product is weighted
with diagonal matricesWa andWc so that ˜x= bTWaWcf.
The diagonal ofWc contains the certainty values and the
diagonal ofWa is calledapplicability functionwhich can
be loosely described as a certainty function for the filter. If
we have a set of filters we can arrange the filters as columns
in a matrixB and we then get a vector of scalar products
asx̃ = BTWaWcf. If we call B a basis, the scalar products
x̃ are the coordinates in thedual basis. To get the coordi-
nates in the filter basisB, the coordinates in the dual basis
can be transformed with the matrix(BTWaWcB)�1 This
means the we get the coordinates in the filter basis as

x = (BTWaWcB)�1BTWaWcf: (2)

If B is anorthonormal basisand we have constant certain-
ties and applicabilities, i.e.Wa andWc are unitary matrices,
the coordinates in the basis and in the dual basis are identi-
cal. But in general, this is not the case.

3 Experimental results

In figure 4 we present result from an MR-image. This
is the same image that generated the histogram in figure 2.
The gray-scale is separated into four channels. If a standard
edge detection is performed we get the result in the middle
image. This is the sum of the magnitudes of the the convo-
lutions between the image and four directional quadrature
filters. In the lower image we see the result from NC of the
quantized image using channels 2 and 3 as certainty (Wc).
Channels 2 and 3 correspond roughly to gray and white mat-
ter respectively.

The filter basisB used in this experiment consisted of
one constant (DC-filter) and one filter which, together with
the applicabilityWa, constitutes a directed quadrature filter
with 15�15 coefficients. NC was performed with filters in
four directions, 0Æ, 45Æ, 90Æ and 135Æ and the magnitudes
of the convolution results were then added together.

Here we have also lowered the certainty were there are
edges in the original image. This is to avoid a problem
caused by the low spatial resolution of the MR-image:
When there is an edge between e.g. channel 1 and chan-
nel 3, the edge pass through channel 2 because of volume
effects. This generates a thin stripe of channel 2 at the bor-
der between channel 1 and channel 3. To avoid false edges
at these positions, the certainty is lowered where there are
edges in the original image.
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4 Summary and discussion

We have presented a new method for finding edges be-
tween certain gray-levels in images. It can find edges be-
tween a number of specified gray-levels without being dis-
turbed by other edges in the image. The method separates
the gray-scale into a set of channels, assigns certainties to
the pixels in accordance to their fit to the channels and then
performs normalized convolution.

The separation into gray-scale channels is of course a
kind of pixel-based gray-scale classification and hence, it
might seem like we have a chicken and egg problem here:
In order to make a robust gray-scale classification we need
edge information, but in order to obtain the edge informa-
tion we need to do gray-scale classification. But the separa-
tion into channels serves only as a soft, preliminary classi-
fication and the proposed method provides a means to com-
bine spatial and gray-level information in an efficient way.

The method is particularly well suited for medical im-
ages such as e.g. MR-images where the histogram have a
limited number of distinct peaks. In such images, certain
tissues maps to certain gray values an the detection of edges
between certain gray-values should be useful in segmenta-
tion and classification.

As the title of the paper suggests, other features than
gray-value could be used, e.g. local orientation, local fre-
quency or colour. A colour image is already divided into
three channels (e.g. RGB). Usually, edge detection is ap-
plied on one channel at a time. But if we, for instance, only
want to find edges between red and green, a filtering of a
single colour-channel will not help us. The method pro-
posed in this paper can, however, straightforward be used to
solve that problem.
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Figure 4. Result on an MR image. Top: Orig-
inal image. Middle: Result from a normal
edge detection. Bottom: Result using NC
with gray-level channels 2 and 3 as certainty.
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